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Ipliyoduction 

Within the compass  of a working pip<.r on,     .    „, 

of the subject that intuiate with .or-^'L-. a,,P"tB 

ures and consequences   can be d»al- Ki'h •" :"'n3 •  n"''«J- 
ca,o,   a one-aided ,pproBCh Bould „„^'^V* =° or;:*n «" 
«.«ten and fraient the  forCfcs •    - ¿* « P-.otur* and 

plating thra.  rhls   iBpli„ ^    , -•-'«"..- o, 
1-x- down f0P overall,   rugional anu -3 ,u,  eil„o, 

there i. interdependence between Latin ^rilZTT"^ 
<*. world,  the possibilities  and uti Lat ,      V "'* "' 

rotation n« need to be examine        H^lrT"  ^ 
made clear from th. outset that th-re is Z nui'1 be 

for setting up an ««-.„.n, ready-maco r^.ipe 
«ng up an effective conmunications rptwork    •].,„.,      \ 

1.« a ill exist which „u.t be identified ^ ¡^ 7'*" 
tudy for the purpose of solution.   i„ knpinfr " n tl 

«»i. meeting, , shall  concentrate on the        ni" c'    "     t °' 
an    organization of industrial inforaati0,1 H ^    " ££.       . 
trial information must   be viewed within the conte,    '- Í  Clc 

and socio-cultural development and the relevant >e^       • ' 
•*. available. Our important task ls to »JuL^t 
edee, both that existent  and that in develop     ", 
able in coherent rn•, »„ ,, we^mei.t, r^aUy avail- 
for i-   . *nt f0rm t0 "•"• "•«» and large enu,.pri .... 
tor i„ is upon these enterprises thic -,„.••       ,   ODraent „i tu      - ••«rprises that national economy devei. 

li TtT ? *   re the poverty or •«!«„«. or «.e 
population ls directly dependent.  I use the t• 
edee"  in n,. U<J    , 

term    '«ihnical knowl- 
Lin\ """  t0 inClUde n0t  '»I* Production.   o„k- aging, sales, management    «te      *„•  .,      . K 

the industrial produIT ^K  *.*       proYT"" ^"^ "* 
Procedures, st„dardiíatio;-f^;;n;

d::/:;^ü:nV-V 
advertizing, etc. Patcem, of consumption, 



W?at_has_ beenaccomplished? What soal^JiaveJ?.oen_sat? 

The somewhat  disappointing  results  of the First Development 
Decade   c*n be  turnea  to  advantage  only  if  closer coordination 
is  achieved on  the   three prime   levels of  development, namely, 
the increased efforts  of the   developing  cojntrier. themselves, 
the strengthened  commitment of the  industrial  countries,  and 
the  continued efforts of international organizations.  It must 
be the task of all  those responsible for progrès in this  world 
to strengthen  far-sighted political support for auch coordina- 

tion as a precondition of further development.  Many studies 
now available on the development effort to date make it 
clear that uncoordination ¡r.ust be replaced by  coordination 
The most important  development studies are as  follows: 

a) The Pearson Report:   Partners in Development. 
b) The Jackson Report:  A study of the Capacity of the United 

Nations Development System. 
e)    Provisional Indicative World Plan fox-  Agricultural Devel- . 

opinent,  a synthesis and analysis by F/-.0 of factors relevant 
to world regional and agricultural development. 

d) Toward Accelerated Development, UN Proposals for the  Second 
united Nations  Development Decade. 

e) The ILO World Employment Programme. 
f )    The Tinbergen  Report; This Report wa3  commissioned directly 

by the United Nations.  It covers all the problems involved 
and sets forth a carefully reasoned strategy for their 
solution.   It  consists of a body of comp lament ary and  co- 
ordinated economic and social guidelines adopted by the  UH 
Qeneral Assembly on 2^ October  1970  and intended to serve 
as basis for the Second Development  Decade Charter. 

Tht Tinbergen Report provides a precise account of such  factors 
as overall economic growth,  creation of workplaces, planning 
responsibilities  of developing country governments, mobilisation 
of indigenous sources of finance, promotion of industrialization, 
applicability of technologies, and technological and regional 
collaboration.  The Peport proposes that global inventories  of 
achievements be maintained.  These inventories would be updated 
each year by the relevant UN  committees.  The results would then 
be discussed by ECOSOC or the UN General Assembly. 



The  Report  emphasizes,  however    «-h-.t   innnn    , , 
.   .   „ . u »   ,'l3ct  impeccable  documentation 

ana information,  in particular «liable statistics,  a-, viw 
for decision-»,*!,*  required to implement „leasures  ^ ¡ 
deal aaäquately and successfully with the »(•„»..    ,. • 
„„,      ,..,.. y tl,e aforementioned factors 
Althou3h this need is perfectly  obvious  to anyone involved i„ 
Planning or decision-making, the present state of development 

iiiviT °vomprion'evaiuati-— - -2£, tion of information  for the purpose of imparting new knowledge 
is such that documentation and information .till «main, a prob- 
lem in itself,  aiven that facts and data are needed for nationrO 
development by president and foreman alike and that thi, informa- 
tion is subject to a greater or lesser deSree of modification, 
it i. xmportant to create and to synchronic instruments with 
which to measure our current .tat. of knowledge and experience. 
Development policy consideration, such a. these „in he3? deter- 
mine the future structure of Latin America. 

Parallel to the., considerations is the examination and anal- 
ysis of the many channel, of communication which are necessary 
for the various deci.ion-making processes involved in project 
preparation, implementation and evaluation.  This subsector 
falls within the overall sector of communication, and transport 
and constitutes to a certain degree part ana parcel of the eco- 
nomic infrastructure. 

Is a common market for information neGP3Sftrv ^nd r<<Ma, 
What would Latin America gain from such a market* 

In the Weinberg Panel Report published in 1963 attention was 
drawn for the first time to the urgent necessity of coming to 
grip» with the threatening avalanche of information. Suggestion 
were brought forward regarding measures to be taken in order to 
render useful the knowledge at hand, emphasis being placea on 
the establishment of information networks. On the occasion of 
the International Conference on International Cooperation in 
the Field of Documentation on Development Assistance, held by 
the German Foundation for Developing Countries in 1964, Dr. 
J.  Ben Liebermann, American expert in the fiela of communica- 
tions, stated that it was imperative, in view of the fact that 



due  to  inr-uff: c.'• •: nt   and   lackirr,   information roughly   US  '¿1 billion 
were waited  each y<iar in  the   field  of  development   aid,   to direct 
attention  towards   the ecvablir.'.jRwr.t of veil -orfani zed documenta- 
tion centres,   '"his hela  true  for both  the  h.^hiy  industrialized 
societies   aro   the  developing  countries.   At  .-mother  Conference 
organized by   the German  round at ion for De: vo loping  Countries  in 
cooperation wir h the  Developing  Countries  Committee  of  the Inter- 
national Federation  for Documentation on  "Doer-;,..-nvat.; on Planning 
in Developing  Countries"   recommendations  wore elabov'-.ted,  the 
most important  one of vài Ich related to the wBtabli^.ir.ient of na- 
tional  documentation  centrer;.   Th.iü  recommendation w: ,"   taken 
up by ülh-iüCO.   it is  reflected  ir.  the  FIP/i/C Ctudy  en national 
Structures   for Documentation  and Library Servicer,  in  Countries 
with Different  Levels of  Developern   with  Partícula:-  Reference 
to the Needs   of Developing Countries   commissi one.i  by  UNESCO» 

which not  only provides  an account  of thv world sit,'tien but 
also arawij   conclusions  and offers  au^os"-ions  for improving 
the enormous  flow of information. 

Of particular bearing on  the  solution of thin  information 
flow probier:!  ir;  thú  SAV'OM  Report,   puDli siv-a  ir,   V)h,;.   SATC.T* 
came to the  conclusion  that at  t;, » presen'.  tAmo i>;..»ut  '¿ million 
research  results were be.'ir.^; published  in rour^ly   .00,000 journals 
throughout the world eac? year,  The  foilowirp main "  - -ona were 
given for this  phenomenon: 

a) The  enormous increase  in scientific and technical research; 
b) The growing complexity cf fucuor interaction and of the inter- 

dependence of older and more recent  fields of knowledge; 
c) The neeu of modern society   for a more  rapid   and more effec- 

tive application of scientific findings in tne  interest of 
an improved level of  living. 

The same problems arise   in  the  field of documentation in connec- 
tion with development policy problema,  'ine conclusion drawn by 
SATCOM is  that there is  urgent need  to develop pluralistic in- 
formation networks.  These networks  must DO  u.,or-orienved ani 
must be  operated under the responsibility  of all ocales  con- 
cerned—government agencies,  agencies in tne field of science 
and technology, and private organizations.   The  recommendations 



of the Jackson Report constitute a further „orthvhilo attumo- 
o extricate  us from information chaos, channel the product 

»infonaation.»  fro» the producer across countries  an-, c«    - 
nents  to the  user, and introduce certain marketing relatione 

Study of  the  Capacity of the  United Nations-   JC        1 
Volume II,   Chapter 6,  "Information System Concept".) 

Even if opinion on these matter, is divided-and the devel- 
oping countries are very well aware that thi« is ,0, it i, cer- 
tainly worthwhile to di.cuaa  thi. Study in connection with th. 

IZTnlltTSl ""J?1 and intern"i0nal ^formation n.twoH«. 
The H.nd.raon Report i. a further .tep toward, .«ting up a com- 
patible information network within th. UN family nf organisa- 
tion..  Reearding the control of th. information .xplosion by 

mean, of .l.ctronio data proo.aaing within the UN family of 

organiïation»,  thi. Report racognizes that th.  following pre- 
condition, muat b. fulfill.,, by ,n participant» in „„ M 

tion system: 

a) unification of title entritij 
b) unification of category contents; • 
c) standardization of terms; 
d) unification of evaluation methods. 

The Henderson Report clearly illustrates the need for a co- 
ordination centre to ensure that information flows along the 
network as smoothly as possible. The coordination centre, which 
should be empowered to issue directives and orders, would handle 
information flows in accordance with special guidelines. The 
organizations  cooperating with one another in the network should 
participate in the preparation,  implementation and evaluation 
of system analysis and later carry responsibility for the 
establishment and implementation of the required measures. 
Considerable importance also attaches to uniform compilation 
of country profiles, and attention must therefore be given to 
their formats and the data they contain. There is no doubt 
that the establishment of such an information system calls not 
only for complete conviction of its importance but also for 
highly qualified personnel and extensive financial resources. 



We shoula alüo take note of the study on "Feasibility of a World 

Science Info: mation System" which has been undertaken by UNESCO 

and the International Council of Scientific Unions and which 

will come up for discussion later this year. 

In the chapter on cooperation with developing countries, the 

Henderson Report expressly states with record to the specificity 

of information that "the benefits" expected from a worldwide 

information network may bo substantially different from one coun- 

try to another. As already noted by the Advisory Committee on 

the Application of Science and Technology to Development, the 

emphasis in developing countries is likely to co on the transfer 

of technical knowledge for relatively short-term and concrete 

uses and for the more speculative fields of scientific investiga- 

tion rather than on  the immediate acquisition of all kinds of 

documents and dato a¿ a motter of principe. 

It would lead too for afield to undert.pKH a detailed descrip- 

tion of the set targets of a world ini'•."•.•nation system and the 

proposed mean« of reaching them. It is important to mention, 

however, that the measures in ciuí»s¿i:n—pn.rticuU.rJy in the in- 

dustrial sphere—are related to '.wrldwi^e development and in- 

formation policy considerations. It is therefore important for 

all those who nandle industrial informalic ¡, -„»nether as produc- 

ers or as users, to view this información ir* the context of 

development needs and to adjust exist-in,; ana new «.»ccumentation 

and information centres and channels of communication to these 

needs. 

I should liKe to draw attention to three current sources of 

information which deal with the Latin Atre ri can situation and 

problems in the field of information: 

a) A study recently undertaken by the FID Committee on Devel- 
oping Countries (FID/DC) en "national Structures for Docu- 
mentation and Library Services in Countries with Different 
Levels of Development, with Parti vxl^r  Reference to the 
Needs of Developing Countries, commissioned by UNESCO; 

b) Examples of regional Latin American information centres and 
studies on the setting up of the Latin Ameri ;an Centre for 
Economic and Social Documentation (rvntro Latina/nericane 
de Documentación Econòmica y Social •• C LA DES) in Santiago 
de Chile; 



e)    The  International FID Congress  on "nrtrt 
held  fro* 2! to 2, SepteXH;,?? l^I^SÍ'ÍÍS.^*" '" 

The countries studied within the framework of the FID/DC 
UNESCO study a« Argentina. Bolivia, Brazil, 
Nicaragua,  and Peru.  These countries differ in .^. ,   ' 
and graphical location and also „it        p IT"'^££' 
P:=.;articularly in th. fl.ld. „ ¿^¿T^ 

In Bolivia v.hê National .Sei«ntH f-f« »«^ m   ^  J   *«!«* -öoienciric and Technical Document A IH«« 
Cent« of the Faculty of Engineering of the Università   . 
André,  (Centro Nacional Boliviano de Documentación CiL m" 
y   ecnica, is in th. process of b.coming . „a^^     ^       . 
tion centre for science and technology (including agriculture 
«nd public health,.  It ha. been commissioned by L t   p   pTr. 

oau.U.rZr7ethf ¡°T:U t0T indU"ry- In li8ht « ^ -- ou. enquirie. from indu.trial ent.rpri.es, th. Cntr. act. „ 

?rZz\T UNIDO
 

in Boiivia-por the «•" °f •*-«« "<• training th. gov.rnm.nt h«. .stablish.d th. Centro Nacional d. 
Documentación Educativa, which i. .ubordin.t. to th. Oficina L 

afeamiento Educativo.  It. main ta.k io to carry out odüca- 
tional research with a vi.w to improving th. national .duoa- 
tional .y.t.m and to act a. . cl.aringhou.. in th. fl.ld of 
•ducation. 

In.Arg.ntin, th. National Council for S.i.nc. and T.chnology 
(Con..jo Naoional d. ci.noi« y T.cnioa-CONACYT) i. i„ „har«. 
of nction.l polioi.. in ,oi.no. Md t.chnology.  Th.r. i., ho- 
tv.r, a r..l Probl.m in organi.ing . national information .y.t.. 
for science and t.chnology, in which th. National Council for 
Sci.ntific and T.chnological R....rch »d it. .p.oifi. d.p.rf 
m.nt, th. Sei.ntific Docum.ntation C.ntr., will probably take 
•n important part. At pre.ent th. main obj.ctiv. is to d.fin. 
«nd ooordinat. task, „d r..pon.ibiliti.. in th. v.riou. ra- 
gion., di.oiplin... and .ph.r.. of activities.  One cannot speak 
or a national documentation and information system, as long 
a. th. coordination work i. .till c.vri.d out by s national con- 
mitt.« or other body. 



The   Ka' : 
fornai.'.:    . ,:   ; 
Educativa)   er 
centre  ih  t ; e.   r 

In   ada-;, i i on , 
Which   havj    ;zou: 
tion   Cc.-i,tr<-   oi1 

Council  (c-.-r.t-/-o 
important  tasks 

- the   opérât'on 
- the  pro-,; iì\'-.nv: 

librarie:;   uf , 
well a:>   '-. xv;:< 

- the  prepararon 
Pub licat lona; 

- the  provi s ; ( •.  or a 
uncommon   J ; n,;j..:/e;; 
Other  1 arcuar.er ; 

- service an a n^ù^r 
Change of acuu.'if: 
vers i ties   of 

"• e iu 

>ro' 

<•   for educational Documentation  and In- 
e : c.    i  de  Documentación c  Información 
'•    ' :• reu the  only nation;-;  documentation 
uT  '-'jucation  anti  training. 

<•• • -t-  a number of important  institutions 
; .1 or. cervices.  The Scientific Documenta- 
nti on al Scientific and Technical Research 
... ^„criación Científica dei  CONICET) has 

i" 

? -vice for bibliographic  orientation; 
ípjes  of scientific  do cune.'it s   from the 
/-res  and  other cities  of Argentina at 

ih.   Union Cataloga of Periodicals and 

^aru^uage service for the  translation from 
i m. o Spanish and i^m Spanish into all 

.V:   ie lex network  clearinghouse  for tht ex- 
. »cuments  ir. collaboration v/ith the uui- 

o.-o»mtnes, 
- centralisation <T ,. .-,.j 
- provision   <•>•'   uifori' -i 

for the  promet UM  of*  , 
roent  and   to r    ..á/e.ic 

i ries  nlrected to  other  ¿countries; 
>n  to re-;->a.'ch -¡entres  :ind other centres 
•ieice,   science policy or science manage- 

Operating  m 
information  the 
the Nation ni  in 
piste  collect-o 
for Economy   anJ 

0.T 

su-'--'    .lized sector of technical and industrial 
v. •-;   in-   Research Centre  for Documentation of 
i ite  of Industrial Technology  (with an incora- 
f Cruentine patents), the Documentation Centre 

ec.moiogy,  the  Library and Documentation Ctntre 
of the Engineering faculty,  th<?  Documentation Centre of the 
Centre  for '.»xtile Research,  and the Argentine Institute for 
Rationalization of Materials. 

In  Cuba there  are,  apart  from the documentation centres organ- 
iied by the   state, scientific institutes such  as  tne  Institute 
for Scientific and Technical Documentation and Information as 
well as institutes run  by  industrial enterprises.   In addition 
there  is a   file  JP

 ina atrial ownerships  in the ministries 
dealing with  th/ basic  branches   of industry.   The   Institute for 



Scientific Technical Documentation and Information  serves as 
national documentation centre   for technology and is  to be 
developed into a national and central information  system. 
One of the main tasks of the  centre is to ensure  the import 
of foreign  scientific literature.  A regional documentation 
centre for the field of agriculture has also been initiated. 

*n Brazil the leading institution for documentation in the 
field of technology and industry it the Brazilian Institute 
of bibliography and Documentation (IBBD). It is a national 
documentation centre within the framework of the National 
Scientific Research Centre and is directly responsible to 
the President of the Republic.  Its tasks include 

- the organisation and propagation of specialized bibliography 
and documentation services; 

- information exchange between libraries and documentation 
centres at national and international level; 

- promotion of the use of bibliographical and documentarían 
facilities and their coordination for the purpose of pro- 
viding scientific and technical information. 

In Brazil there are 61 documentation centres for the field 
of technology as against only 9 such centres for the agri- 
cultural sector.  A total of 200 documentation centres T9 
operated by scientific, industrial and other organizations. 
There is a patent documentation in the Ministry of Industry. 

Nicaragua has no national documentation centres. There ara 
only three  local documentation centres for the fields of tech- 
nology and industry. The sources are mainly the university li- 
braries. 

In Peru the government has asked tht Sociedad Nacional de 
Industrias to establish a documentation and information cantra 
as a first step towards an economic and technological research 
programme.  This centre is intended to enable the user to con- 
tact the producer, i.e., the national and foreign sources of 
information.  Profiles are to be prepared for the various types 
of users in order to be able to provide there with special in- 
formation.  At present the only national documentation centre 
is the Centro de Investigaciones Pedagógicas, run by the Ministry 

I 
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-" Kcucat^on.   m  the  field  of technology  the  biblioteca  Central 

'•'•''  "r Lvrrr.iuad Nacional  ce  Inr-nieria  has  made a beginning 

v'-.-^ruj   or^aniivin--  a  documentation  een'rv;-.   The  sane  holds   true 
fcr Escuela ae  Administración de Negocies para Graduados 

a:id  i he   Centre c.t;  Información de  la Sociedad de Industrias. 

('S>J-Sll:-i.J.li îias  several  national  documentation  centres,  inter 
alia the  centre at  the  Industrial University  of Santander,   the 

National  Centre of Agricultural Investigations,  the Centre  of 

Documentation of COLCIENCIAS,  the Centre   of Documentation  of 

the  Chamber of Commerce,   and the  Interarrurican Centre  of  Trop- 

ical Ac" i culture. 

Apart  from documentation and information  centres in the  Latin 

American countries which I have not mentioned, there are  re- 

ti onal documentation centres which concentrate their activities 
on  certain fields. 

a)    Consejo Latinamericano de Ciencias  Cocíales  (CLACSO)  i» 

an independent Latin American resuarch and documentation centre 

which collaborates with 50 centres in Latin America. CLACSO 
publisher. 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

"boletín informativo"   (Dï-monthly) 

"Directorio dt-  Centros Latinawerioanos de Investigación 
en Ciencias Sociales" 

"Perspectivas a.--  la Historia Econòmica Cuantitativa en 
América Latina'' 

"Enfoques sobre  /imêrica Latina:  análisis crítico de  in- 
formes recientes"   (study of the Rockefeller and Peteraor 
Reports) 

In the fiele of social science CLACSO serves as an informa- 

tion centra and as a platform for tre exchange of experiences 

and for reports on the activities of member organizations and 

their publications. It also suggests publications such as 

"Inventarios de Investigaciones sobre Desarrollo Rural" re- 

commends the publication of journals such as the "Jornada» de 

Desarrollo Rural", which latter contains critical analyses of 

the agricultural structures of Latin American countries, dis- 

cusses socio-economic population problems at interdisciplinary 

l¿vel, and provides a platform for the theoretical/practical 
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exchange of experience».  The Latin African data „chive-  or- 
ganised by  CLACSO are an attempt  to compile an lnvento    " 
all public  data fron Latin American countries.  Collection of 
data for Arsenti», and Chile have been completed,  that for 
Venezuela  is being prepared. 

V îa?tltuto "ara ia int.^eifc. H. totplM ,,.„„ /Tr,Tr 

. affiliated to the Inter-American Development BanTl^AL 
li pnmarily engaged in the field of integration and social 
.«enee.   It  publics survey, on pr0blera8 and ^^        , 

of integration, monographies,  the weekly "Boletín bibJWa-" 
fico de articulo, de publicación., periodica, y documento,», 
and bibliographie,.  A re.earch project on th. integration pro- 
o.« i. planned, and the spadework of evaluating exiting 
source, has already begun. The work of the secretariat, of 
various »réanimation, i, being coordinated, and clo.er coopera- 
tion between them i, encouraged.  A feasibility study on 
»Receiving and Giving Information for Developing Countries« is 
in the planning stage. 

o)    The Latin American, Centre for Economic and «n,<.i  Docunient,. 
tion (CLADES)  took up its work on  1 January  WI.UT^ÏÏÏU 
are laid down in a lo-point programme. They include the pro- 
vision of information material for the preparation of papers- 
preparation of a directory of institution«, documentation and 
information centres, bibliographical services, etc.; prepara- 
tion of central archives and file, which are not available else- 
where; preparation of analyses and special compilations in the 
field of economic and social development in Latin America; and 
the preparation of data for electronic data processin«; and the 
completion,  in close collaboration with the OECD Development 
centre, of a joint descriptor list in Spanish. 

The final four-language descriptor list will be binding on 
all OECD member countries, the European Communities and the 
specialised^agencies of United Nations. A »common language» 
will then be available for evaluation, storage and retrieval 
on computer basis; for the preparation of user profiles;  for 
the copying of ECLA publications on microfilm; for the orCani2a- 
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tio.n  of expert ;,.eetin£s  on  documentation  r.nd information  tech- 
r ••-;.';   for  tne  elaboration  of ef;-. ctive   methods   for the  col- 
le   ...on  and processine of informe ti en of economic  and social 
cor.K.nt;;   nnci fcr  *he  organization  of documentation  and in- 

f/.-r¡uticn netv.'orkj   between international agencies  and na- 
tJcial  documentation  centre».   In  this way a coordinated and 
ra?   u  exchange of data will be  rendered possible and publica- 
tions  on modern documentation and information techniques can 
t••-.• made  available. 

On the occasion  of its  150th Session on 6 ¿May  1973, ECLA 
stated with respect  to economic  and social documentation in 
Latin America:   "ECLA stresses  the need for Latin American 
countries to hav,    up-io-date  national systems of economic, 
cocí il,   scientific,  statistical and technological information 
and recommendr  that CLADES snould develop a programma for pro- 
viding the countries  that request  it with technical assistance 
in the establishment of national cent;*JS for economic and so- 
cial documentation." 

On the occasion  of the 35th FID Conference and the Interna- 
tional Congress on  Documentation :n September  1970 in Buenos 
Aire3, which dealt primarily with problems  of documentation 
users  and their needu ,  Mrs.   Celia Zaher,  the President of the 
Latin American Committee, analyzed the documentation problems 
in Latin America.   The Directress of the Institute Brasileiro 
Bibliografica e Documentacao    (IBRD), which is famous beyond 
the borders of Brasil,  considers  the  following factors to be 
the causes of the present information crisis: 

a) Increase in the number of producers of literature 
b) Increase in the number of publications 
c) Growth of non-conventional forms of literature 
d) Linguistic problems. 

This situation faithfully reflects the information crisis 

in all parts of the world. One factor which has not been taken 

into consideration sufficiently is the lack in almost all 

countries of documentation-mindedness on the part of decision- 

makers responsible for planning, projects, or investigations in 
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coordination centre  for  the entire   information system of the 

Unitea nations  is urcently  recommenced. 

4. There   is  a dearth  of efficient  information  facilities. 
More effort  should be   made  to render those responsible  for 
progress,   i.e., politicians, scientists, entrepreneur*,  trade 
unions,   technicians,   and masters,   documentation-minded and to 

transform their apathy  in procuring information into a will- 
ingness to deepen their knowledge  in a praGmatic proceas of 

learning. 

5. Only when it becomes generally  known that the  standard of 
living depends on the   level of development and the  rational ate 
of know-how and experience available  in the country  concerned 
or in other countries  can an improvement in the situation be 

expected. 

6. More attention must be directed in Latin American countries 

towards the user groups.  It is necessary to identify them, 
Ctfine their needs and determine  the general behavioural pat- 
terns governing their thoughts and actions. The results of 
user analyses fro» industrialized countries will not be of 
»ueh use;  however, the methods by which they are prepared 

eould be studied. 

7.    Whereas on the one hand governments do not accord priority 

to the creation of information facilities although Latin 
American countries have also recognized the necessity of 
developing research and technology, on the other hand there 
is a lack of qualified personnel who can take car* of user 

needs and perform a variety of other tasks. 

8. All potential users should be well informed on the docu- 
«entation facilities of the institutions where they are work- 
ing and on all national and regional information centres. 

9. Within one country and among the Latin American countries an 
exchange of information on projects  (research, industry, agri- 
culture, etc.) should be initiated in order to avoid duplica- 
tion of work and to improve international cooperation. 
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marid is governed mainly by technology (i.e., processes used 

in mining raw materials or production methods applicable to 

the manufacture of certain gocas). 

4. As regards technology (including research, questions of 

economic viability, and the distribution of knowledge), the 

questions that must be asked are: "What was the old way of 

doing the job?" "What is the modern way of doing it?" These 

questiona can be answered by publications giving information 

on production methods, performances of various types of ma- 

chinery, and details as to where this machinery is in opera- 

tion. 

5. A file should be kept of manufacturers' production equip- 

ment catalogues. This material must be related to practical 

requirements, e.g., it must provide answers to such questions 

as: "Where can I buy machines which will reduce my repair 

costa?" This file should contain the names of firms that have 

established themselves in world markets and firms which can 

be of specific use to Latin American countries. 

6. Relevant newspapers and journals should be subscribed to 

which provide current information of high standard. 

7. A survey should be made of the various national and re- 

gional centres that ¿tore information; time-consuming "detec- 

tive work" and wasteful duplication of work will thus be 

avoided. In addition to this type of national information 

guide, there should also be appropriate directories on htnU 

to cover the international field. 

8. Seminars should be held for the purpose of bringing to- 

gether information users and representatives of interested 

firms. Participants will then have an opportunity to catch 

up with the latest technical developments, comparo notes, 

make useful contacts, and make optimal decisions. 

9. A training centre for industrial information officers 

should be set up. It will subsequently be the task of these 

officers to establish industrial or state-organized infor- 

mation offices and run them in a manner similar to a relay 
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station or travel bureau. Just a3 a travel bureau uses time- 

tables in serving its clientele, so an industrial informa- 

tion service could compile and use timetables in connection 

with the purchase and sale of "technological installations" 

and with related consultancy services. The office would 

prepare, evaluate and store all informations relative to 

these activities and reprocess the data for its users. 

10. When setting up an information centre, the extent of 

industrial development in the country concerned should deter- 

mine the degree of attention given to each of the various 

types of information covered. In close coordination and col- 

laboration these centres should be joined together in an informa- 

tion network which would have access to existing networks and centrai. 

I should now like to quote from the findings of a Study 

on Information in the Field of Technology and Medium Enter- 

prise, recently published in Germany. I believe that these 

findings are also applicable to users of industrial informa- 

tion in other countries. 

"In general, what is expected from all information services, 

regardless of the field they cover, is that the information 

they supply be clear, concise and related as closely as pos- 

sible to practical applications. Sterile scientific jargon 

is not acceptable and may even be incomprehensible. Whereas 

top management needs to be kept informed of new trends and        I 

it content to leave other personnel to fill in the detailB, 

middle management requires specific practical information 

which can be supplemented upon request. The most important 

qualities as far as lower level management is concerned are        i 

brevity and clarity." 
I 

The following passage appears in the section devoted to inter- 

preting these findings. "The desire for brevity and clarity 

•hows that the information available on this area of the economy 

bears little comparison with what is required. People wish to 

be informed in such a way that only a minimum of effort is re- 

quired on their part. The logical consequence is that in his 

own interest the informée must be encouraged to increase his 
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demand for information. This in turn will require more ex- 

tensive knowledge on the part of information suppliers. 

It is of primary importance to find out what type of in- 

formation user3 at various management levels require. The 

situation at present seems to be that communication media 

are oriented towards the level of the entrepreneur and the 

board of directors. This raises the very important question 

as to whether or not it would be more useful for information 

services to address themselves directly to the »second team.' 

Lower level management is being completely neglected at 

present by information producers. Serious consideration should 

also ba givan to the question of whether and to whet extent 

information services can assist in the 'upgrading' of master 

oraftemen. The gradually improving standard of education 

among lower level management may greatly facilitate tech- 
nical development." 

Man ia at the oentre of the industrialization procesa in 
all countries. He has already solved many of the problems 

that attend this procesa; he must now face the task of over- 
coming the problems that remain. 
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